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Pre-Design Set-up 

Overview 

One way to make the design process easier is to have a central location for all items. 

Pre-Design Set-up: 

1) Download and save all text documents with your story content to the desktop under an easily 

identifiable name. 

2) Download and save all photos to the desktop under an easily identifiable name. 

3) Download and save all external graphics and icons to the desktop under an easily identifiable 

name. 

4) Once you have an InDesign file started, save it to the desktop under an easily identifiable name. 

Setting-up InDesign Documents: 

1) Click the InDesign icon to launch the program. 

2) Click the Create New button. 

3) Enter in 11.25 in for the Width and 12.5 in for the Height of the document. 

4) Select Portrait and Facing Pages for the Orientation. 

5) Enter 2 for Pages and 2 for Start #. 

6) Set Columns to 5 and Column Gutter to 1 in. 

7) Set the Margins to 0.5 for the top, bottom, left, and right. 

8) Click Create. 

Note: Typically, the Editor-in-chief pulls old files and clears them out for the designers to design 

pages on to avoid sizing mistakes. 
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Introduction to Basic InDesign Tools 

Overview 

InDesign, like most Adobe products, has many different tools built into it. I prefer to use the Advanced 

Workspace tools, which can be enabled under the Window tab. The default is usually set on Essentials. 

Basic Tools: 

Key (for images) Tool Function 

1 
 
 

Selection Tool The tool basically works as a mouse selecting and 
moving elements around the page. 

2 Direct Selection Tool The tool works to select and move the content 
inside of frames. 

3 Type Tool The tool that draws text boxes and can be used 
to click inside text boxes. 

4 Line Tool The tool that draws lines. 
 

5 Pen Tool The tool creates anchor points for a more 
controlled drawing. 

6 Pencil Tool The tool is used for freehand drawings. 
 

7 Frame Tool The tool draws picture boxes. (Right-click the 
button to change the shape.) 

8 Shape Tool The tool draws shapes. (Right-click the button to 
change the shape.) 

9 Normal The view shows grids, guides, and boxes that 
don’t appear on the printed version of the page. 

10 Preview The view shows a preview of the printed version 
of the page. 

11 Fill The tool selects the color of the shape, box, or 
text. 

12 Stroke The tool selects the outline color of the shape, 
box, or text. 

13 Stroke Type The tool selects the stroke type for the outline of 
the shape, box, or text. 

14 Stroke Weight The tool selects the thickness of the outline for 
the shape, box, or text. 

15 No Text Wrap The tool makes the selected element not wrap 
around other elements. 

16 Wrap Around Object Shape The tool makes the selected element wrap 
around other elements. 

17 Pages The panel allows access to the A-Master and 
page-level pages. Also, it’s the page level that the 
majority of the design is on. 
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18 A-Master Page The page-level that is used to protect elements 
with permanent placements like page numbers 
from accidental movements. 

19 Links The panel that is used to display missing links and 
link names. 

20 Swatches The panel that is used to display the color palette 
or color options.  

 

Character Formatting Tools: 

Key (for images) Tool Function 

21 Font Type The tool that is used to change the font of the 
selected text. 

22 Font Style The tool that is used to change the selected text 
to bold, italics, etc. 

23 Font Size The tool that is used to change the size of the 
selected text. 

24 Leading The tool that is used to change the spacing 
between lines of the selected text. 

 

Paragraph Formatting Tools: 

Key (for images) Tool Function 

25 Align Left The tool used to align selected text to the left of 
the box. 

26 Align Center The tool used to align selected text to the center 
of the box. 

27 Align Right The tool used to align selected text to the right of 
the box. 

28 First Line Indent The tool used to change the indention amount of 
each selected paragraph. 

29 Drop Cap The tool used to change the size of the selected 
text character into a drop cap. 

30 Bulleted List The tool used to change the selected text into a 
bulleted list. 

31 Numbered List The tool used to change the selected text into a 
numbered list. 

32 Hyphenated The tool used to enable hyphenations in the 
selected text. 

33 Number of Columns The tool used to control the number of text 
columns in the selected text box. 
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A screenshot of the InDesign tools visible when text is selected, and the character styles button is 

selected in the top left corner. 

 

 

A screenshot of the InDesign tools visible when text is selected, and the paragraph styles button is 

selected in the top left corner. 
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A screenshot of the InDesign tools visible when a shape or frame box is selected. 

Note: Look at the InDesign tool charts to match the tool locations to the tool names and functions using 

the numbers. 
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Introduction to Basic Design Principles 

Overview 

Design principles can carry across arts, but here are some to keep in mind with InDesign page designing. 

12 Design Tips: 

1) Keep an inch or half an inch (one gridline or half a gridline) between each element. 

2) Keep the headlines above 35 pt. font, but do not exceed 70 pt. font. 

3) Make sure all paragraphs are indented by .125 pt and that there isn’t any stray spacing between 

them. 

4) Make sure all text is in the appropriate font, size, and leading to match The Rambler’s style. 

5) Keep photos of various shapes and sizes. (Making photos the same shape and size implies a 

connection between the two.) 

6) Use a dominant photo. (A photo that is clearly bigger than the rest.) 

7) Use color, italics, or outlines to highlight words in a headline. 

8) Use a variety of shots that vary from close-up, middle, and wide. 

9) Use bulleted lists, numbered lists, or subheadings to break up the text. 

10) Text columns should have no more than two lines of difference between their lengths. 

11) Do not have people in photos looking off the page if you can prevent it. (Use that photographed 

person’s line of sight to direct people to a different element.)  

12) Do not trap white space between elements. Press all white space to the edges of the design. 

Rambler Font Guide: 

Text Type Font Type Font Size Font Leading Alignment 

Headline Franklin Gothic 
Demi Condensed 

35-70 pt. Auto Left Aligned or 
Center Aligned 

Body Text 
 

Minion Pro 11 pt. 11.8 pt. Left Aligned 

Caption Franklin Gothic 
Book Regular 

9 pt. 10 pt. Left Aligned 

Photo Credit Franklin Gothic 
Demi 

9 pt. 10 pt. Right Aligned 
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How to Design a Page 

Overview 

When starting the design, it’s important to make sure the user is in Normal view and has the Baseline 

Grid enabled. The Baseline Grid can be enabled from the View tab under Grids & Guides. 

Note: It’s also helpful to have a paper sketch or idea of the design created before starting. 

Headlines and Body Text: 

1) Open your Word Document and copy and paste the headline. 

2) Use the Text tool to draw a text box in InDesign and paste the headline into it. 

3) Go back to the Word Document and copy and paste the body text. 

4) Use the Text tool to draw another text box in InDesign and paste the body text into it. 

5) Highlight the headline and use the Font Type tool to change the font to Franklin Gothic Demi 

Condensed. Use the Font Size tool to make the text somewhere between 35-70 pt. and set the 

Leading tool to auto. 

6) Highlight the body text and use the Font Type tool to change the font to Minion Pro. Use the 

Font Size tool to make the text 11 pt. and set the Leading tool to 11.8 pt. 

7) Keep text highlighted and use the First Line Indent tool to set the paragraph indention to .125 

pt. 

8) Select the headline’s text box and click the Right Align or Center Align to set the alignment. 

9) Select the body text’s text box and click Right Align to set the alignment. 

10) Keep the body text’s text box selected and click the Number of Columns to set the number of 

text columns the body text will be split into. (The Rambler typically uses 2-5 columns.) 

11) Use the Selection tool to move and adjust the placement and sizes of the boxes. (Make sure that 

there is not a red plus sign on the bottom right corner of the text box. That means the text is 

being cut-off or not displayed.)  

Photos: 

1) Use the Frame tool to draw a picture box. (Right-clicking the tool changes the shape.) 

2) Select the picture box. Click the File tab. Click Place. Select the photo and click OK. 

3) Right-click the picture. Click Fitting and then click Fit Frame Proportionally.  

4) Use the Direct Selection tool and click on the photo to adjust how it fits into the frame. (Hold 

the shift button in while adjusting the brown frame to prevent warping the picture.) 

5) Use the Selection Tool to click on the photo to move or extend the photo frame or blue box. 

6) Select the picture box and click Weight to set the picture outline to .5 pt. (Make sure the outline 

is black.) 

Notes: External graphics act like photos in InDesign. 
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Captions: 

1) Use the Text tool to draw a text box near the picture. (Captions typically go directly underneath 

their photo, but they can be moved or combined in certain situations.) 

2) Copy and paste the caption and photo credit from the Word Document into the text box. (The 

photo credit should be first on its own line.) 

3) Highlight the photo credit and use the Font Type tool to change the font to Franklin Gothic 

Demi. Use the Font Size tool to make the text 9 pt. and set the Leading tool to 10 pt. 

4) Keep the photo credit selected and click Right Alignment. 

5) Highlight the caption and use the Font Type tool to change the font to Franklin Gothic Book 

Regular. Use the Font Size tool to make the text 9 pt. and set the Leading tool to 10 pt. 

6) Keep the caption selected and click Left Alignment. 

Shapes: 

1) Use the Shape tool to draw the shape box. (Right-clicking the tool button changes the shape.) 

2) Select the shape box. Click Fill to change the color and Stroke to change the outline. 

3) Use the Selection tool to move or adjust the size and placement. 

Note: The Pen and Pencil tools can be used to try more complex shapes and designs. 

Colors and Outlines: 

- Highlight the text. Click Fill to change the text color and Stroke to change the outline color. 

- Select a text box or shape box. Click Fill to change the color and Stoke to change the outline 

color. 

- Click Weight to set the thickness of an outline of the selected element. 

- Click Stroke Type to set the pattern or type of an outline of the selected element. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


